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Monitoring, evaluation and review 

 

The School will review this policy annually and assess its implementation and effectiveness.  The policy will be promoted and implemented 

throughout the school.  

 

 

FIRE SAFETY POLICY 
(including major incidents requiring 

evacuation) 
 

Reviewed:  September 2020 

Date of next review: August 2021 

Last staff fire extinguisher training: April 2019 
Produced by:  Deputy Head-Pastoral, Commercial Director,  

Estates Manager and Junior/Infant Head 

Cross referencing:  

To be read in conjunction with the following policies: 

Health and Safety Policy 

Property Management and Maintenance Policy 

Security, Access control and workplace safety 

Crisis Management Policy 
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 This policy is divided into three Parts for ease of use and understanding: 

 

PART 1 Fire safety policy, organisation (including training records) and 

evacuation 

PART 2 Fire Safety Procedures, Arrangements, Practice Drills and  

Prevention Measures 

PART 3 Fire Risk Assessments and Maintenance of systems and equipment 

 

PART 1: FIRE SAFETY 

 

POLICY 

 

Westholme School’s priority is to minimise the risk to life and to reduce injury by 

maintaining the physical fire safety integrity of the school in ensuring that staff, pupils and 

visitors do not add to the fire risk and through safe evacuation of our buildings if a fire breaks 

out.  The Fire Safety Policy, procedures and risk assessments at all Westholme School sites 

are designed to help our community to respond calmly and effectively in the event that fire 

breaks out in one of our buildings. 

 

We are commited to improving our fire safety and in October 2017 we started converting 

the whole of Senior School to an enhanced L2 system. Phase one was completed in 

February 2018. 

 

 

ORGANISATION : SCHOOL FIRE SAFETY MANAGER/OFFICER 

 

The Commercial Director is the designated School Fire Safety Manager, who is responsible 

for ensuring that: 

 

 The Fire Safety Policy is kept under regular review by Governors and the Senior 

Leadership Team (SLT). 

 The Fire Safety Policy is promulgated to the entire school community. 

 Everyone in the school (including visitors and contractors) is given clear instructions 

on where they should go in the event of fire. 

 Records are kept of the fire induction training given to new staff. 

 Records are kept of the fire induction training given to new staff and mid-stream 

pupils (this is delegated to the Deputy Head-Pastoral for Senior School and to the 

Head of the other sites). 

 

The Estates Manager is the School Fire Safety Officer, who is responsible for ensuring that: 

 

 Procedures for emergency evacuation are regularly tested and findings monitored and 

kept.  Records are to be kept at each site: by the Estates Manager for Senior School 

and by the Head of the other sites.  These will be checked periodically by the 

Commercial Director. 

 Records are kept of the inspection of escape routes. 

 Fire risk assessments are regularly reviewed and updated. 

 Fire prevention measures are meticulously followed. 

 Fire procedures and risk assessments are reviewed on each occasion that a building is 

altered, extended or rebuilt, or when new buildings are acquired. 

 Adequate training is arranged and records kept. 
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 Certificates for the installation and records of maintenance kept for the following: 

alarms, detectors, emergency lighting and fire-fighting systems and equipment. 

 

EMERGENCY EVACUATION  

 

MAJOR INCIDENT REQUIRING EMERGENCY EVACUATION 
 

It is the duty of all members of staff to be aware of the procedures to be followed in case of 

emergency evacuation e.g. fire, explosion, harmful fumes and other emergencies and they 

must ensure that the pupils in their charge are aware of the procedures.  For major incidents, 

staff should assess the risk before putting themselves or others in danger.  All employees and 

pupils must leave the building upon hearing the emergency alarm.  

 

The evacuation procedure for fire or any other emergency varies at each site. See below: 

 

SENIOR SCHOOL 

 If you discover a fire, in the main Senior School including the Science block, 

Theatre or Sixth Form centre, immediately break the glass of the nearest fire alarm 

call point.  This will automatically call the Alarm Receiving Centre who will call 

out the Fire Brigade.  A back up 999 call must also be made.  

 All members of the maintenance department receive a text notification from the 

ARC that the alarm has been activated 

 The Music Centre, Pool and Rouse Block have fire systems that are not monitored 

by an ARC, in the event of a fire a 999 call must be made following an alarm 

being activated by a smoke detector or break glass.  The Sports Hall, Changing 

Rooms and Art Block are not covered so in the event of a fire the building must be 

evacuated and a 999 call made.  The SLT will decide if the main buildings have to 

be evacuated and if so the muster point may be revised. 

 On hearing the fire alarm, all employees and pupils must immediately stop what 

they are doing.  Employees must turn off any appliances and services (but not 

lights) and make safe any equipment being used at the time. They must leave their 

work area quickly but quietly, closing doors and windows (where applicable) on 

leaving.  They must stay vigilant and listen for any special instructions which may 

be given during the evacuation. Those employees with pupils in their care must 

lead the pupils to the assembly point following the directions on the fire action 

notice displayed in their work area. They must leave the building by the nearest 

available exit and go immediately, via the designated external routes, to the 

assembly point on the swimming pool car park.  They must not stop to collect 

personal belongings.   

 All members of staff should ensure that students (and staff) move to the muster 

point in silence.  

 No-one must re-enter a building until told to do so by the Fire Brigade in the event 

of a non planned evacuation or a member of the SLT after a drill or practice. 

 All personal visitors must be made aware of the procedure and, in the event of fire, 

they must be accompanied out of the building. 

Bringing out documentation 

 Reception staff take out the Emergency File with staff lists, signing in and out 

sheets (staff, pupils and visitors), registers and the crisis management ‘grab bag’.  

 All absences of staff, pupils and visitors are reported to the Deputy Head-Pastoral. 

 Regular visitors from other sites will be on the attendance list. 

 The Kitchen Supervisor will take out the catering/cleaning staff register. 
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 Copies of all these registers are held in the Fire Folder in case the staff in charge 

are not in school. 

 Also in the Fire Folder is a laminated notice that must be given to the fire brigade 

regarding the location of radioactive substances in the Science Block. 

 

 

On arrival at the assembly point  

 Staff should be aware of the need to remain silent unless discussing matters relating 

to evacuation with appropriate personnel. It is imperative that all staff work 

together to keep the students silent too. 

 Reception staff will hand out printed registers before joining Admin Staff. 

 Reception staff will issue signing-in/out books if required. 

 Form Tutors: They collect Form registers and check all members of their Form 

are present. Heads of Year (HoYs) will register the staff and inform the Deputy 

Head – Academic. 

 Non-Form Tutors: should register themselves and then take a laminated sheet 

(from the Deputy Head-Pastoral) and check those areas of school.  Once this is 

completed and the Deputy Head notified, they should stand at the back of the Form 

class queues to maintain silence.  

 HoYs: after registering themselves, they collect a signing in sheet and check with 

their Form teachers that they and their entire Year group are present and note down 

any unexplained absences on the signing in sheet. (Return to Deputy Head-

Pastoral) 

 The Deputy Head –Academic, registers teaching staff. 

 Catering staff, cleaning staff and administrative staff - Register taken by 

catering, cleaning supervisor and administrative staff (or first person on scene). 

 Visitors to school will be checked from the visitors’ signing in book by reception 

staff. 

 All absences of staff, students and visitors must be reported to the Deputy Head-

Pastoral. 

 Deputy Head – Pastoral checks all areas of school not served with an alarm have 

been checked, all pupils are present and correct and all staff too. Once this has all 

been confirmed, the fire brigade (if not a drill) or Principal are informed. 

 Commercial Director or member of SLT will ring the Estates Manager or other 

member of the maintenance team to ensure they are aware that the fire alarm is 

sounding. If contact is not made via mobile phones, the workshop and Estates 

Manager’s office must be rung. The Estates Manager and rest of maintenance 

team’s mobile numbers are held in the Crisis Management ‘grab bag’. The phone 

call/s can be made from a mobile phone if available or the Art/Music/Swimming 

Pool offices if required as these are remote buildings away from the main building.  

 

In the event of nobody from maintenance being available, the SLT are trained to identify 

which zone has activated by interrogating the panel and to direct the fire brigade to the 

activation; they are also trained to reset the panel once clearance is given by the fire brigade. 

 

 In the event of key staff members being absent from school, the most senior 

member of staff on duty will delegate their jobs appropriately. All teaching staff 

are also given training at the start of each academic year on the main roles of the 

two Deputy Heads so that they are able to step in if needed. 

Dismissal 

 All pupils and staff to remain in situ until dismissed  
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 The Estates Manager or nominated member of the maintenance/SLT team will 

inform the Deputy Head-Pastoral when the Fire Brigade gives the all clear  

 When Fire Engines have cleared the area, the Deputy Head-Pastoral will begin 

dismissing the school row by row, beginning with the Sixth Form. 

 

At Senior School, the fire system for the main connected buildings is split into two main areas 

controlled by two separate but interlinked panels. The theatre panel located inside the sliding 

door entrance controls the theatre, dining room, kitchen and escape corridor exiting to the rear 

of the kitchen; it also operates an evacuation sounder in the Rouse block due to its location 

(connected by an external link corridor). In the event of alarm activation in this area, all the 

linked fire doors are closed to isolate it, the alarm sounds and it also sets of the main school 

panel alarm and is identified on that panel as the theatre zone. 

The main school panel is situated just inside the reception doors, this panel controls the Sixth 

Form Centre, LRC, Science block and Wilmar Lodge including the Derby and Thatcher 

wings. In the event of activation, the fire doors linked to the panel close to isolate this area 

from the theatre. The alarms sound and the theatre panel activates, which also alerts the Rouse 

block. The theatre panel identifies the activation as the main school zone. 

The panels are tested weekly to ensure they communicate. However, in the extremely unlikely 

event that there is a break down in communications between the panels (for example a PCB 

zone connector fails) and a panel fails to operate, the other panel system can be put into 

evacuation mode by simply going to the panel via the entrance doors and pressing ‘evacuate’ 

Alternatively, breaking the nearest break glass to the panel which has not activated which will 

also activate the panel. 

If this were to happen, maintenance or the SLT will contact NIS our fire alarm 

installation/service engineers on 08456431109 and an engineer will investigate and repair the 

fault. 

 

JUNIOR, INFANT SCHOOL and 290 

 If you discover a fire in Beardwood Bank or Beardwood House immediately break 

the glass of the nearest fire alarm call point.  This will automatically call the Alarm 

Receiving Centre (ARC) who will call out the Fire Brigade.  A back up 999 call 

must also be made by the school secretary.  

 The caretakers receive a text from the ARC that the alarm has activated 

 In the event of an alarm in the main building (Beardwood Bank), this will be 

evacuated as a first priority. A member of staff will be sent by the Junior Head or 

Deputy Head to Beardwood House and 290 to evacuate any staff and pupils in 

order that everyone can be confirmed accounted for.  In the event of an alarm at 

Beardwood House or 290 these building will be evacuated as a first priority. A 

message will be sent to the main building to evacuate all staff and pupils in order 

that everyone can be confirmed accounted for. Evacuation in the ‘safe’ building 

will be manual with staff calling in at the classrooms. In an emergency, the ‘break 

glass’ should not be used (unless absolutely necessary) to set off the alarm in the 

other building as this may cause confusion at the ARC or with the fire brigade. 

The place of assembly will always be the top netball court, unless this area is 

deemed unsafe, in which case a senior member of staff may give alternative 

instructions.  

 Advise the caretakers/maintenance team of the location of the fire, if known. If 

they are not on site, advise the most senior member of staff available and contact 

the maintenance team at Senior School (phone numbers can be found in the Crisis 

Management ‘grab bag’). 
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 On hearing the fire alarm, all employees and pupils must immediately stop what 

they are doing.  Employees must turn off any appliances and services (but not 

lights) and make safe any equipment being used at the time. They must leave their 

work area quickly but quietly, closing doors and windows (where applicable) on 

leaving.  They must stay vigilant and listen for any special instructions which may 

be given during the evacuation. Those employees with pupils in their care must 

lead the pupils to the assembly point following the directions on the fire action 

notice displayed in their work area. They must leave the building by the nearest 

available exit and go immediately, via the designated external routes, to the 

assembly point on the top netball court.  They must not stop to collect personal 

belongings.   

 Do not re-enter until told to do so by the Fire Brigade in the event of a non planned 

evacuation or a member of the Senior Management Team after a drill or practice. 

 You should ensure that all personal visitors are aware of the procedure and, in the 

event of fire, you must accompany them out of the building. 

Bringing out documentation 

 Reception staff (and in 290 Manger or Deputy Manager) take out the Emergency 

File with staff lists, signing in and out sheets (staff, pupils and visitors), the Crisis 

Management ‘grab bag’ and print outs of the electronic registers. 

 All absences of staff, pupils & visitors are reported to the Head of School/Senior 

Teacher. 

 Regular visitors from other sites will be on the attendance list. 

On arrival at assembly point  

 Staff should be aware of the need to remain silent unless discussing matters 

relating to evacuation with appropriate personnel. It is imperative that all staff 

work together to keep the pupils/children silent too. 

 The secretary will hand print outs of the electronic registers to staff and also check 

the signing in/out sheets (including visitors) and part time staffing lists. 

 Class teachers check all pupils are present and immediately inform the Head of 

any missing pupils. 

 If deemed necessary, the Head or senior teacher will send a staff member to alert 

staff and visitors in the other buildings choosing the safest of two possible routes: 

one near to the building and one via Preston New Road and Wycollar Road if 

proximity to the building is deemed unsafe.  

 Catering / cleaning / maintenance staff assemble together and any absences are 

reported to the Head immediately. 

Dismissal 

 All pupils and staff to remain in situ until dismissed  

 The caretaker will inform the Head when the fire brigade gives the all clear and it 

is safe to enter the building.  

 When appropriate, the Head will dismiss classes one at a time and class teachers 

will accompany them back to their classrooms. 

 

 

INFANT SCHOOL  

 If you discover a fire in Beardwood Bank House, immediately break the glass of 

the nearest fire alarm call point.  This will automatically call the Alarm Receiving 

Centre who will call out the Fire Brigade.  A back up 999 call must be also be 

made.  

 Infant School: The children are escorted out of the classrooms by a teacher. 

Teachers should ensure their children are lined up quickly and safely and walk out 
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of the building in single file. The last adult (often the Teaching Assistant if 

present) on leaving the classroom will check the toilets and clearly ask 'is anyone 

there?' and close the doors on their way out. When at the muster point (on the main 

playground at Juniors – Beardwood Bank), each class lines up in register order in 

front of their class teacher who takes the register. Any missing children should be 

reported to the most senior member of staff present, usually the Head or Deputy 

Head of Infants; giving the name of child, where last seen and any other relevant 

information. The senior member of staff or Head of Infants will notify the 

caretaker who liaises with the fire brigade. If for whatever reason the caretaker is 

not present then the most senior member of staff present will liaise with the fire 

brigade. Teachers should supervise their classes and await further instruction. 

 Advise the caretakers/maintenance team of the location of the fire, if known. If 

they are not on site, advise the most senior member of staff available and contact 

the maintenance team at Senior School. The Estates Manager and rest of 

maintenance team’s mobile numbers are held in the Crisis Management ‘grab 

bag’. 

 The caretakers receive a text from the ARC that the alarm has activated 

 Last person out of a room, close the doors. 

 On hearing the fire alarm, follow the exit signs, leave the building by the nearest 

fire exit and make your way to the muster point in an orderly fashion.  

 

PRE SCHOOL 

 The children will be escorted to the Pre School muster point in front of the grassed 

area at 290 Preston New Road. The most senior member of staff present in Pre 

School that day will make a sweep of the environment to ensure all children have 

been evacuated. 

 Report to your supervisor or manager.  Key worker to count heads of children. 

 Do not re-enter until told to do so by the Fire Brigade in the event of a non planned 

evacuation or a member of the SLT after a drill or practice. 

 You should ensure that all personal visitors are aware of the procedure and, in the 

event of fire, you must accompany them out of the building. 

 

In the event of a member of the maintenance team not being on site at the Pre School then a 

responsible adult will liaise with the fire brigade. 

 

Bringing out documentation 

 The Pre School Manager or Deputy will take out Emergency File with staff lists, 

signing in and out sheets (staff, pupils and visitors) and registers.  

 Regular visitors from other sites will be on the attendance list. 

 All absences of staff, pupils and visitors are reported to the Head of School/Deputy 

Head/Pre School Manager. 

 

On arrival at assembly point  

 Staff should be aware of the need to remain silent unless discussing matters 

relating to evacuation with appropriate personnel. It is imperative that all staff 

work together to keep the pupils/children silent too. 

Dismissal 

 All pupils and staff to remain in situ until dismissed  

 The caretaker will inform the Manger/ Head or senior member of staff when the 

fire brigade gives the all clear. If a caretaker/member of the maintenance team is 

not available then a responsible adult will liaise with the fire brigade. 
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Fumes  

 

Pupils should be instructed to vacate the room/area, close the door and form an orderly line.  

If necessary, pupils should then be escorted to a safe place.  The member of staff should 

return to the room so long as she/he is not placing her/himself at risk and take appropriate 

action. The maintenance team should be contacted immediately. 

 

 

________________________________________________________________________ 

 

 

PART 2: FIRE SAFETY PROCEDURES 

 

BRIEFING NEW STAFF AND PUPILS  

 

All our new staff (teaching and non-teaching alike) and all new pupils are given a briefing on 

the school’s emergency evacuation procedures.  This is included in the relevant induction 

procedures. Fire action notices are displayed on the walls of all rooms, and we make certain 

that everyone knows what they look like, and where they should go on hearing the fire alarm.   

 

The safe evacuation of everyone, staff and pupils alike, is our priority.  Protecting property 

comes second. No one should attempt to fight a fire at the expense of their own, or anyone 

else’s safety.  No one should attempt to use a fire extinguisher unless he or she has been 

trained in its use.  The main priority of teaching staff is to evacuate pupils from the building.  

Maintenance and some teaching and support staff are trained in the use of fire extinguishers.  

Fire extinguishers should only be used if there is a clear exit route behind them.  

Extinguishers should not be used to prop open doors etc.  Missing fire extinguishers must be 

reported to the maintenance team immediately. The extinguishers are serviced annually by an 

approved company. 

 

At the Nursery and Infant School staff are advised to undertake the e-learning training 

‘Keeping your premises safe from fire’ which can be found on the school server under ‘Staff 

Resources’ 

 

 

SUMMONING THE FIRE BRIGADE  

 

All the main teaching sites are connected via digital communication devices to an Alarm 

Receiving Centre.  As soon as an alarm signal is received, they contact the Fire Brigade.  

Some remote buildings are not monitored and the fire brigade must be contacted immediately 

via phone. See emergency evacuation procedure. 

 

The master panels on each site show the activated zones on the networked alarm system in the 

school buildings and these panels are physically located next to the main entrances. In the 

event that the alarm system is activated without prior warning, a member of staff must dial 

999 as a back-up after ascertaining whether the fire is a genuine emergency.  
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For out of hours, the Alarm Receiving Centre still call the Fire Brigade and also contact the 

On-Call list of maintenance staff and Security Company. 

 

 

 

VISITORS AND CONTRACTORS 

 

All  visitors and contractors are required to sign in at Reception, where they are issued with a 

visitor’s badge, which must be worn at all times that they are on school property.  They are 

also made aware of the emergency evacuation procedures. 

 

When large numbers of visitors are at the school for plays, concerts, exhibitions etc. a brief 

announcement is made at the start advising them of the location of the emergency exits that 

they should use in the event of the alarms sounding and the muster point. 

 

 

VULNERABLE STAFF, PUPILS OR VISITORS  

 

In the event of a member of staff/pupil/visitor declaring that they are disabled, a specific risk 

assessment considering their specific needs will be undertaken. 

 

A lightweight stairway evacuation chair is available. It is currently based within Beardwood 

House but can be moved to another site should the need for it arise.  

 

 

RESPONSIBILITIES OF TEACHING STAFF  

 

Teaching staff and key workers are responsible for escorting their pupils safely out of the 

building in silence and in an orderly fashion.  They are responsible for conducting a head 

count on arrival at the assembly point, and for ensuring that the name of anyone who cannot 

be accounted for (and, if possible, their likely location) is passed immediately to the senior 

person present.  It is the responsibility of the senior person present to ensure that this 

information is passed to the Fire and Emergency service as soon as they arrive. 

 

 

RESPONSIBILITIES OF FIRE MARSHALS  

 

All maintenance staff are trained Fire Marshals.  Their duties are to check the alarm panel, 

assist in evacuation and be the point of contact for the Fire Brigade.  As they have been 

trained in the use of fire extinguishers they may attempt to put out small fires, providing it is 

at minimal risk with their backs to an emergency exit for safe evacuation.   On no 

account should anyone return to a burning building. 

During evacuations, a marshal from the maintenance team will stop vehicles entering the 

Senior School site via the main entrance. 

 

 

FIRE PRACTICES  

 

We hold at least one fire practice at every site each term at Westholme School.  This, 

combined with a programme of inducting new staff and pupils with emergency escape 

procedures and the presence of Fire Marshals, helps to ensure that the school can be safely 

evacuated in the event of a fire.  This also gives an opportunity for staff to report any 
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difficulties encountered during the practice e.g. a trip hazard.  The Deputy Head-Pastoral 

(Seniors) and Head (Infants/Juniors) log any evacuation issues and follow up action is agreed 

with the Commercial Director and Estates Manager. 

 

FIRE EXTINGUISHER TRAINING 

 

The following members of staff were trained in the use of fire extinguishers at Senior School 

in February 2018: 

 

Maintenance team Science/Art technicians/ 

ICT dept. 

Teaching staff 

Joe Galvin Helen Kerr Jude Gough 

Alan Thomas Helen Bentham Mark Hiller 

David Newell Sabiha Mall Caroline Hibberd 

Pat Doolan  Mariam Afzaal 

Rick Holden  James Charnock 

Alf Houghton   

David Gorse   

Tony McKenna   

Robert Steele   

Geoff McCann   

 

The following members of staff were trained in the use of fire extinguishers at Senior School 

in April 2019 

 

Maintenance team Science/Art technicians/ 

ICT dept/Support 

Teaching staff 

Joe Galvin Sharon Hoole Lee Purdy 

Alan Thomas Helen Bentham Paula Incerti 

Adrian Hoole Helen Kerr Caroline Hibberd 

David Newell James Pate Julia Santi 

Pat Doolan Ann Robinson Jude Gough 

Rick Holden Claire Millar Mariam Afzaal 

Alf Houghton David Cass  

David Gorse Diane Garment  

Bob Steele   

Geoff McCann   

Steve Marsh   

Tony McKenna   

Alf Houghton   

 

FIRE PREVENTION MEASURES  

 

We have the following fire prevention measures in place at Westholme School: 

 

 There are at least two escape routes from every part of all buildings where required by 

legislation.  

 Fire notices and evacuation signs are displayed in every room. 

 Fire extinguishers (of the appropriate type) and smoke/heat detectors are located in 

every building in accordance with the recommendations of our professional advisors.  
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Alarm Sounders can be manually activated by breaking a glass panel or pressing the 

Evacuate button on the Alarm Panel.  

 Smoke detectors activate as soon as smoke is detected, heat detectors activate if there 

is a sudden increase in temperature. 

 Most fire escape routes are protected by doors that close automatically when the alarm 

is activated. 

 The master panel for each alarm system is located near the relevant main school 

entrance and shows the location of a fire.  

 Alarms sound in all parts of the main school building at Wilmar Lodge. There are also 

some areas also supplemented by visual alarms (red flashing lights): 

o Theatre Green Room 

o Theatre foyer 

o Kitchen 

o Theatre plant room 

o Stage left 

o Product Design room 

 Keeping fire routes and exits clear at all times.  The School Fire Safety Officer is 

responsible for arranging the unlocking of buildings in the morning and lock-ups at 

the end of the day.  Alarm panels are automatically checked as part of this procedure.  

No emergency exits are locked, barred or padlocked at any time during occupied 

hours.  The kitchen corridor at Beardwood Bank has a padlocked gate when the school 

is closed and this has been identified in the Fire Risk Assessment – Specific Findings 

Update and the risk mitigated with a double check system for unlocking. The padlock 

is operated by the school master key; all senior staff, the caretakers and catering 

department carry this key with them.  This arrangement was permitted by the Local 

Authority on Planning/Building Regulations Approval in 2005. 

 Testing all fire alarms weekly and emergency lighting fortnightly (and recording all 

tests and defects). All defects are repaired immediately.  This is the responsibility of 

the School Fire Safety Officer, who also arranges for an ISO9001 certified/BAFE 

approved contractor to carry out:   

o Quarterly check on fire detection, warning equipment and automatic door 

closers 

o Quarterly service of alarms 

o Annual service of fire extinguishers 

 Records of all tests are kept in the Estates Manager’s office 

 All Fire Marshals have been instructed in the location of relevant fire hydrants, gas 

and electricity shut off points. 

 The School Fire Safety Officer is responsible for producing an annual ‘key findings’ 

document as part of the review of the full fire risk assessment which highlights all 

areas of concern/areas for development regarding fire safety across all school sites. 

The Estates department will deal with many of the issues to the stated deadlines on the 

document but some issues may be delegated to specific staff if the issue is within their 

working classroom, for example, and possibly occurring due to their working 

practices. The member of staff is given a written brief explanation of the issue; they 

then solve the issue (or request support if they feel they cannot solve it without 

assistance). Once sorted, the member of staff confirms they have dealt with the issue 

and the Estates Manager updates the original document. 

 

 

Electrical Safety 
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 The School has current electrical test certificates for all its buildings.  Copies are held 

by the Estates Manager.  We use NICEIC qualified Electrical Engineers to inspect and 

maintain electrical installations. 

 Regular portable appliance testing takes place. An approved company carry out the  

tests. Due to the specialist nature of the equipment all PA testing in the Science dept at 

Senior School is carried out by the Lab Technicians. Records of tests are kept in the 

Estates Manager’s office and the Technicians’ office. 

 

Lightning Protection 

 All lightning protection and earthing conforms to BS 6651-1999.  Where there has 

been new building work, the relevant Building Regulations Certificate is held in the 

Estates Manager’s office. 

 

Gas Safety 

 All gas appliances (boilers, kitchen equipment etc.) are regularly maintained and 

serviced by Gas Safe Registered Engineers.  Records of all tests are kept in the Estates 

Manager’s office, except for catering equipment and those records are kept by the 

Catering Manager. 

 All kitchen equipment is switched off at the end of service and the main gas valves 

closed. 

 All laboratories are checked daily to ensure that the central gas supply is turned off; all 

laboratories are also fitted with a time-switch to prevent accidental leaks out of hours. 

 

Safe Storage 

 We ensure that flammable materials used in teaching or maintenance are locked in 

purpose-made, flame-proof containers at the end of every day.   Stocks of fuels and 

oils are kept to a minimum and stored away from main school buildings. 

 

Rubbish and Combustible Materials 

Flammable rubbish is stored away from buildings in secured rooms away from main school 

buildings. 

 Combustible materials used in teaching, catering, maintenance, grounds and 

caretaking are stored in flame proof cupboards 

 

 

LETTING OR HIRING THE SCHOOL 

 

Our standard contractual terms that we use for letting and hiring the school cover fire safety 

and specify that the hirer should certify that he/she has read and understood the school’s fire 

safety policy and procedures.  A member of the maintenance team is always on call when the 

school is let or hired for an outside function or event. 

__________________________________________________________________________ 

 

 

PART 3: FIRE RISK ASSESSMENT  

 

The School’s Fire Risk Assessment meets the requirements of the Regulatory Reform (Fire 

Safety Order) 2005; the FSO. Specifically it identifies:  

 

 The hazard 
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 The people at risk and numbers involved 

 The measures to evaluate, remove, reduce and protect from the risk 

 The measures needed to record, plan, inform, instruct and train people in risk 

reduction or removal 

 The arrangements for reviewing the assessment 

 Design, structure and use of buildings 

 

All risk assessments follow a standard format provided by the Fire Authority/HSE/DCLG.  

The School Fire Safety Officer has completed a Fire Risk Assessment on every building and 

room on every site and this is reviewed every year by him.  Files containing these assessments 

and reviews are held in the Estates Manager’s Office but the Heads at each site also receive a 

copy.   

 

Records of maintenance of fire-fighting equipment are also held in the Estates Manager’s 

Office. 

 

The local fire authority conduct random inspections of all sites and any recommendations are 

acted upon immediately. 

 

 

TEMPORARY COVID-19 AMENDS 

 

Fire Drills 

Practice drills will be held near to the start of the Autumn Term (and then each successive 

term) as advised by the National Fire Chief’s Council (NFCC), BwD Fire Authority and the 

LA. These may not be whole school drills to prevent unnecessary mixing between bubbles, 

but will ensure that all students know what rules and procedures to follow should an 

emergency evacuation be necessary. This will be reviewed regularly in relation to a whole 

school drill; once the guidance changes re: social distancing and mixing bubbles, and it is safe 

to do so, drills would return to whole school evacuations. 

 

 

Fire Doors  

Fire authorities have stated that fire doors cannot be wedged open despite the risk of cross 

contamination. Therefore, no fire doors will be wedged open neither will doors leading to 

main escape routes. 

 

Flammable Liquids (including hand sanitiser) 

When not in use, containers of flammable liquids needed for current work activities should be 

kept closed and stored in suitable cabinets or bins of fire-resisting construction and which are 

designed to retain spills (110% volume of the largest vessel normally stored in it). These 

should be located in designated areas that are where possible away from the immediate 

processing area and do not jeopardise the means of escape from the workroom/working area. 

The flammable liquids should be stored separately from other dangerous substances that may 

enhance the risk of fire or compromise the integrity of the container or cabinet/bin; for 

example energetic substances, oxidizers and corrosive materials. It is recognised that these 

other dangerous substances may be flammable liquids in their own right or held in a 

flammable liquid. However, it is still inappropriate to store these in the same cabinets or bins 

with other flammable liquids. [Further guidance on Energetic and spontaneously combustible 

substances is contained in HS(G)131 published by HSE] . 
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 If alcohol-based hand sanitiser is spilled or otherwise released, all potential ignition 

sources must be immediately removed from the area to mitigate the possibility of a 

fire.  

 Spilled hand sanitiser should be cleaned up with water immediately.  

 Alcohol-based hand sanitisers should be stored away from all heat and ignition 

sources, including (but not limited to) sparks; open flames; any types of electrical 

outlets, switches or equipment; and extreme heat.  

 Hand sanitiser products should not be allowed to come in contact with any type of 

oxidizing agent (such as acetyl chloride) or reducing agent.  

 Young children should not be allowed to use or access hand sanitiser unless properly 

supervised by an adult.  

 Hand sanitiser dispensers should not be located in corridors, exits, or open areas that 

lead to them unless appropriate FFE is in place such as Co2 or foam and the area is 

covered by the fire system for early detection of a fire.  

 

 

 

https://cleaning.lovetoknow.com/how-kill-household-germs/does-alcohol-kill-germs-skin-surfaces

